Neighbour comments

S/0791/18/FL - Land between Cody Road and railway, north of Waterbeach, Cambs

8 Camnell Walk
Waterbeach
CB25 9LT

Comments

As I responded to the previous application, giving the station access via Cody Road is a stupid idea - its swapping one narrow, congested station access road for another. Cody Road is already commonly single lane due to parked cars and at the moment we only have houses down one side, once the building on the other side is also finished its highly likely to wind up even worse as people park on both sides making you weave between them. Where it isn't parked up there are driveways adding to the congestion and lack of safety. Additionally, the estate is very family friendly at present, as well as having a day nursery. Cody Road is a busy pedestrian route to and from the school and the nursery and having increased traffic along with the parked cars would be an accident waiting to happen.

This is an opportunity to make a route to the station that is fit for purpose and segregated from foot traffic around the village (why not improve Bannold Drove?) rather than leave us with another clogged up mess of a route to the station.